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Poem Analysis:
“Senora X No More”
I. Prediction
Before reading the poem take a look at the poem’s title and based on the title make a
prediction of what this poem will be about.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
II. Comprehension Questions
1. What is the setting of this poem?

2. Why is the conversation in line 4 misspelled?

3. Why do the speaker’s hand and tongue knot?

4. What does the speaker accomplish at the end of the poem?

III. Analysis:
Tone: What is the
speaker’s tone? How
do you know?
Mood: What kind of
mood does this poem
create? How do you
feel after reading it?
Theme: What is the
theme of message of
this poem?

Identify as many
examples of figurative
language as you can in
your poem (3 examples
minimum).

What do you visualize
when you read this
poem? Write down any
images that come to
mind.
What questions do
you have about the
poem? What is still
unclear?

Señora X No More
Straight as a nun I sit.
My fingers foolish before paper and pen
hide in my palms. I hear the slow, accented echo
How are yu? I ahm fine. How are yu?
of the other women who clutch notebooks and blush
at their stiff lips resting
sounds that float graceful as
bubbles from their children's mouths.
My teacher bends over me, gently squeezes
my shoulders, the squeeze I give my sons,
hands louder than words.
She slides her arms around me:
a warm shawl, lifts my left arm
onto the cold, lined paper.
"Señora, don't let it slip away," she says
and opens the ugly, soap‐wrinkled fingers of my right hand
with a pen like I pry open the lips of a stubborn grandchild.
My hand cramps around the thin hardness.
"Let it breathe," says this woman who knows
my hand and tongue knot, but she guides
and I dig the tip of my pen into that white.
I carve my crooked name, and again at night
until my hand and arm are sore,
I carve my crooked name,
my name.
Pat Mora

